Abtsract-Developing a potential biometrics has been a key focus of research in recent years. Periocular biometrics is a new trait to deal with non-ideal scenarios in face and iris biometrics. It can be used as an alternative to iris recognition, if the iris images are captured at a distance. In forensic applications, this trait can be used individually as well as with other traits (face and iris) for effective and accurate identification. In recent researches, the periocular biometrics is significantly impacting the iris and face based recognition. In this paper, we investigated the efficacy of supervised fuzzy clustering for strict periocular region which does not involve the eyebrows. The fixed initialization is considered in proposed supervised fuzzy clustering instead of random initialization. Then fuzzy clustering motivated with partition index maximization is used to optimize the objective function, hence yield clusters with representative prototype. The fuzzy clustering is further generalized with Minkowski distance matrices to yield variable cluster shape. Recognition is done based on the minimum distance measure between the test patterns and the centroid of the clusters. We use eight hundred periocular region images extracted from AR face dataset of 40 subjects. Performance of the proposed technique has been evaluated in terms of rank-one and rank-two recognition accuracy. Experimental analysis demonstrates the efficacy of presented technique over other variants of fuzzy clustering techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
The periocular biometric is gaining attention as a potential feature for biometric authentication in the recent past. The term periocular refers to the facial region in the immediate vicinity of the eye. It has been evolved as a separate modality in biometric information [1] - [3] which can be independently used for recognition. It has been also observed that it may aid to traditional biometric traits viz face, iris or retina, to identify an individual uniquely and reliably. The acquizistion of the periocular biometric requires less subject cooperation, where as it allows a larger depth of field compared to conventional ocular biometric traits. This trait can be more useful in forensic applications to reduce the search space when only periocular region is provided. One the influential factor for using this region as a separate trait is its non mandatory nature towards the higher resolution as compared  Manuscript received April 9, 2013 to other ocular biometrics such as iris, retina and conjunctiva [4] - [6] . The fundamental requirement of any biometric recognition system is a human trait having several desirable features like universality, distinctiveness, permanence and acceptability. However, a human characteristic possessing all these features has not yet been identified. As a result, none of the single biometric trait can provide perfect recognition. It is also difficult to achieve very high recognition rates using single trait due to problems like noisy sensor data and non-universality or lack of distinctiveness of the chosen biometric trait. Therefore, the performance of a biometric system can be improved by utilizing a number of different biometric identifiers like face, iris, periocular, eye movement, etc. The result of combined effects will be more robust to noise and minimize the problem of non-universality and lack of distinctiveness. Due to the popularity of the face biometric, facial images have been extensively used for recognition. In this paper, we explore the utility of appearance based periocular features for biometric classification and present the feasibility of using the periocular region as a biometric trait. The work presented in this paper will be highly beneficial, when fusion of periocular biometrics will be done with the face. Recently, some of the techniques are developed for improving the recognition performance of biometric systems [4] - [6] using periocular features. They employ Local binary pattern [7] - [8] , SIFT [3] and principal component analysis for feature extraction and different distance matrices techniques for classification. Few other computational intelligence based techniques including fuzzy clustering has proven their strength and efficacy for various kinds of classification problems [9] - [11] . Here, main rationale of introducing fuzzy clustering for biometric application is its high classification capacity especially under the overlapping classes. In most of the cases, fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM) with random initialization is used. The membership function and prototype matrix is iteratively updated based on an objective function [12] . In FCM, initialization plays a crucial role in generating the partition among the classes. Different initialization leads to different partitioning. Therefore, overcoming from this problem, variety of evolutionary algorithms are adopted [12] - [13] . Some of these algorithms also suffer with poor performance because of little compactness of classes and its unsupervised nature [12] .
In order to avoid this nature, we propose a novel fuzzy clustering technique which adopts supervised initialization according to a priori known distribution of the classes. The supervised fuzzy clustering is done through assignment of each training object to its respective cluster with highest membership grade. The clusters with representative prototype are achieved by partition index maximization (PIM) methodology [14] which optimizes the objective function. Each cluster is represented by a prototype, which is the Vivek Srivastava, Bipin K. Tripathi, and Vinay K. Pathak Periocular Biometric Recognition Using Supervised Fuzzy Clustering centroid of the members resides in a cluster for training set. For testing, we compute the distance between the test pattern and prototype of each class using a dissimilarity measure function based on Minkowski distance matrices. It is observed that this method outperforms over other existing variants of fuzzy clustering. The main motivation of this paper is to investigate the applicability of this novel clustering technique for strict periocular region recognition, the region which excludes the eyebrows. The aim of paper is to explore whether periocular images carry enough information to reliably obtain similar biometric information to that obtained from face images. Of course, this biometric trait can be exploited with complete face to the improve recognition results of the biometric system. Rest of the paper is organized as follows-section 2 presents the feature extraction and novel fuzzy clustering with supervised initialization. Section 3 shows experimental results. The performance of the proposed system is obtained in terms of rank-one and rank-two accuracies. Finally section 4 is conclusion.
II. METHODOLOGY
As is shown in Fig. 1 , a periocular region is the area around the eye which may be used separately to identify individuals. In recent papers, the periocular region which includes eyebrows is considered for recognition. The present work is intended to investigate the strength of periocular region without eyebrows, the region in strict environment. We use principal component analysis (PCA) for dimensionality reduction and dominant feature extraction [15] . In this section we formally develop a supervised fuzzy clustering technique for efficient periocular region recognition. Proposed fuzzy clustering involves the novel objective function inspired by PIM [14] with Minkowski distance. This method can be more suitable for forensic applications in reduced search space for identifying suspects, when periocular region is provided. 
A. Feature Extraction
Principal component analysis is widely applied for dimensionality reduction and feature extraction based on extracting the preferred number of principal components of multivariate data [16] . In this statistical approach, the features are extracted from the whole image; they also maintain sufficient information for meaningful training. In experiments we observed that considering 40 principal components of training sets yield best results. Fig. 2 presents the eigen eyes corresponding to 05 highest eigen values extracted using PCA. 
The objective function, we use here is motivated by a function described in PIM algorithm [14] for optimization. We further generalized it with Minkowski distance metrics.
The Objective function which is defined over  (membership grade) and O (center of cluster) is defined as following:
where, m is a weighting exponent which is known as fuzzifier. Generally, the value of m lies between one to infinity. Value of m greatly influences the performance of fuzzy clustering. Therefore selection of suitable fuzzifier "m" is very important for implementation of fuzzy clustering. In most of the cases value of m is selected based on the dataset/problem, as there is no rigorous criterion for selection of this parameter.
Parameter w is same as in partition index maximization (PIM) algorithm [16] .
taken in objective function. Main motivation behind using Minkowski distance in stead of Euclidian distance is to provide more generalization with a parameter p. The nature/value of this parameter decides the shape of clusters to be generated, which may be boxes, ellipsoids, spheres and others. Selection of this distance measure does not tend the International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing, Vol. 3, No. 4, August 2013 shape of cluster spherical which is often in Euclidian distance. The updates in centre of the clusters and member function are defined as:
The membership update function used in [14] is further modified with  (Eq. 4) where 0<  < 1 to evolve better partitioning. This parameter provides proper allocation of members into clusters in training phase. Let 
where  is the pre specified threshold.
C. Training
The considered eye image training dataset (strict periocular region) possesses 400 images. We have use 200 images, containing 5 images per persons, for training. Training process involves the fuzzy clustering with supervised initialization which distributes these 200 images into 40 clusters. In the supervised initialization, first five images are assigned to first cluster, next six to ten images are assigned to second cluster and so on with membership grade 0.9, as shown in Table I . As the above algorithm runs, we get new distribution of images into 40 clusters which are finally used in testing phase. :
D. Testing
In this phase, we use following distance measure which is a Minkowski distance, having a generalization parameter "p" defined as
calculates the distance between input test pattern and the prototype of the cluster. Since we are using Minkowski distance measure in objective function which is used in training phase, therefore it has been observed that we get best results at p=4 instead of using p=2 which is often used. Test pattern having least distance with 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the proposed methodology, we use eye dataset extracted from AR face database [17] . AR face dataset contains variation in images in terms of occlusion, expression and illumination. All images from session 1 are used for selection of periocular region except images with sun glasses. As is shown in Fig. 3 , we have selected 800 images from 400 images of faces in which 2 periocular regions are extracted from single image for left and right eyes respectively. Each experiment is performed on single periocular region. Final accuracy is obtained by combining the results of left and right eyes. To evaluate the performance of the proposed technique, Rank-one and rank-two recognition accuracy is used. Rank-one accuracy is defined as the ratio between the correctly matched patterns and total input patterns. Rank-two accuracy means that correct classification is recorded when a correct match for testing image is one of the two nearest images in subspace. We have analyzed the performance of the proposed technique with standard FCM, evolutionary fuzzy clustering with Minkowski distances (EFC-MD) [18] , Partition index maximization (PIM) algorithm [14] , PIM with supervised initialization (PIM-SI). It has been observed from the Table II Table III shows the results when we are selecting left eye periocular region for training and testing is performed for both left and right eye periocular regions. It is clear that we get maximum accuracy (rank-one) of 66% when same eye regions are selected for training as well as testing. 
A. Performance Evaluation

B. Effect of Illumination
In the dataset used, three images are affected with illumination factor out of ten images per person. For this evaluation, we have separated these 3 images of each subject. Hence total 280 images for each eye are considered. Out of 280 images for each eye, 140 images are used for training and 280 images are used for testing. Accuracy is increased by 2% on excluding these images.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the efficacy of proposed fuzzy clustering using periocular biometrics. This method can be more suitable for forensic applications in reduced search space for identifying suspects, when strict periocular region (excluding eyebrows) is provided. The proposed fuzzy clustering uses a novel objective function with considering Minkowski distance and supervised initialization. We have also introduced a parameter  in membership updating function which provides better partitioning. Rank-one recognition accuracy for this periocular images without eyebrows extracted from AR face dataset was 65% which clearly indicates the efficacy of proposed technique over other existing variants of fuzzy clustering techniques.
